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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Rule induction tests such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test require executive control processes, but also the learning and memorization of simple stimulus–response rules. In this study, we examined the contribution of diminished learning and memorization of simple rules to complex rule induction test performance in patients with amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI) or Alzheimer’s dementia (AD).

Method: Twenty-six aMCI patients, 39 AD patients, and 32 control participants were included. A task was used in which the memory load and the complexity of the rules were independently manipulated. This task consisted of three conditions: a simple two-rule learning condition (Condition 1), a simple four-rule learning condition (inducing an increase in memory load, Condition 2), and a complex biconditional four-rule learning condition—inducing an increase in complexity and, hence, executive control load (Condition 3).

Results: Performance of AD patients declined disproportionately when the number of simple rules that had to be memorized increased (from Condition 1 to 2). An additional increment in complexity (from Condition 2 to 3) did not, however, disproportionately affect performance of the patients. Performance of the aMCI patients did not differ from that of the control participants. In the patient group, correlation analysis showed that memory performance correlated with Condition 1 performance, whereas executive task performance correlated with Condition 2 performance.

Conclusions: These results indicate that the reduced learning and memorization of underlying task rules explains a significant part of the diminished complex rule induction performance commonly reported in AD, although results from the correlation analysis suggest involvement of executive control functions as well. Taken together, these findings suggest that care is needed when interpreting rule induction task performance in terms of executive function deficits in these patients.

Memory impairments are characteristic for patients with Alzheimer’s disease. These impairments typically stand out in the early pre-dementia phase of Alzheimer’s disease, as is the case in the amnestic form of mild cognitive impairment (aMCI). In the later dementia stage of Alzheimer’s disease, impairments in other cognitive domains, such as executive functions (EF), also become apparent (e.g., Collie & Maruff, 2000; Koivunen et al., 2012). However, there is abundant evidence that subclinical decrements in EF may already be present in the aMCI stage (Chen et al., 2013). For example, in a recent study, Johns et al. (2012) demonstrated that aMCI patients perform significantly worse than controls on executive function tests tapping functions such as working memory, inhibitory control, divided attention, planning ability, and verbal fluency. Whereas
these changes in performance patterns do not necessarily suggest clinically impaired performance (i.e., performance 1.5 standard deviations (SD) or more below that of normative scores; see Winblad et al., 2004), performance levels generally are significantly worse than that of controls. Studies demonstrating impaired executive test performance in AD patients are numerous, reporting deficits in all executive functions (e.g., Belleville, Fouquet, Duchesne, Collins, & Hudon, 2014; Weintraub, Wicklund, & Salmon, 2012). Evidence for the presence of EF decrements, however, is typically based on standardized neuropsychological tests, which are often not process-pure as they tap multiple cognitive functions. Tests such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST), for example, also require basic learning and memorization of the rules. Accordingly, in conditions such as aMCI and AD, it is possible that the characteristic learning and memorization deficits explain at least an important part of the diminished complex rule induction processes that are required for intact WCST performance. Some studies (indirectly) support this crucial role of learning and memorization processes. Papp, Snyder, Maruff, Bartkowiak, and Pietrzak (2011) demonstrated that aMCI patients show diminished spatial learning as part of a complex visuospatial executive function task. Moreover, earlier studies suggested that memory deficits potentially play an important role in performing a rule induction task in patients with Korsakoff’s syndrome (e.g., Bardenhagen, Oscar-Berman, & Bowden, 2007) and in patients with posterior focal brain damage (e.g., Mimura, 1992). Comparable findings were reported recently in a study in younger and older volunteers, where both episodic and working memory processes were found to independently contribute to complex rule induction performance (Oosterman, Boeschoten, Eling, Kessels, & Maes, 2014). Other studies have demonstrated a unique correlational relationship between memory and EF performance in pathological (Baudic et al., 2006) and non-demmented (Oosterman et al., 2010) aging. It was furthermore demonstrated that the medial temporal lobes, which are critically involved in memorization processes, are strong, independent neuroanatomical correlates of executive task performance, also in normal (Oosterman et al., 2008; Papp et al., 2014) and pathological (Oosterman, Oosterveld, Olde Rikkert, Claassen, & Kessels, 2012; Overdorp, Kessels, Claassen, & Oosterman, 2014) aging. These studies all suggest that memory may play a crucial role in executive task performance. To our knowledge, however, studies are lacking that directly isolate this potentially confounding role of simple rule learning and memorization processes in complex rule induction test performance in aMCI and AD patients.

The goal of this study was therefore to test the hypothesis that in patients with aMCI and AD, diminished memorization of the rules explains an important part of the reduced performance on EF tasks tapping complex rule induction performance. For this, we used a task in which the number and the complexity of the rules were independently manipulated, in order to deduce the contribution of basic rule learning and memorization processes to executive task performance (Oosterman et al., 2014). Our hypothesis was that both patients with aMCI and those with AD would show impaired performance, particularly as the number of rules to be memorized increased, as this increases the memory load. Moreover, we expected that the performance decrements that resulted from this increase in basic rule learning and memorization processes (the increase in memory load) would account for a significant part of the performance in the complex executive control condition. We also expected that, when basic rule learning and memorization load was increased, the performance decline would be stronger in patients with AD than in aMCI patients. Finally, we expected to find a disproportionate performance decline in the dementia subgroup when the complexity was increased; this was expected because executive function deficits are likely to be more pronounced in patients with AD than in patients with aMCI.

**Method**

**Participants**

Patients with aMCI or AD were recruited via the memory clinic at the University Medical Center Utrecht between January 2010 and October 2011. The clinical diagnosis of aMCI or AD was established at a multidisciplinary meeting: aMCI ($n = 26$) was diagnosed according to the Winblad/Petersen criteria for single- or multi-domain amnestic MCI (Winblad et al., 2004); probable ($n = 24$) or possible ($n = 15$) AD was diagnosed according to the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and
Stroke and the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association criteria (McKhann et al., 1984). The control group consisted of 32 older people matched for age and education, selected from a larger database on rule induction performance in older people, which consisted of volunteers recruited through advertisements and of acquaintances of the researchers (N = 58). Participants from this control group all had a Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) score of 27 or higher (M = 28.5, SD = 0.9), in order to minimize the potential presence of undetected substantial cognitive impairment (Kukull et al., 1994). Data of 12 of these control participants have been used in a previous publication (Oosterman et al., 2014). Controls did not have a history of neurodegenerative disorders (including a dementia diagnosis), stroke, or severe depression. In addition, all completed a brief neuropsychological examination of tests measuring episodic memory and executive functioning, to ensure that no undetected cognitive impairment was present. Education level was classified using a 7-point ordinal rating scale (1 = less than primary education, 7 = university degree). This study was approved by the medical ethical committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht for the patients with aMCI or AD, and by the Institutional Review Board of the Radboud University in Nijmegen for the inclusion of controls. All participants gave informed consent.

All patients completed a neuropsychological assessment of tests measuring memory performance, executive function, and processing speed. Briefly, this examination comprised verbal episodic memory as measured with the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT; Van der Elst, Van Boxtel, Van Breukelen, & Jolles, 2005), visual associative memory as measured with the Visual Association Test (VAT; Lindeboom, Schmand, Tulner, Walstra, & Jonker, 2002), and executive functioning and processing speed as measured with animal fluency (Van der Elst, Van Boxtel, Van Breukelen, & Jolles, 2006a), the Trail Making Test (TMT; Reitan, 1958), the Stroop Color/Word Test (Van der Elst, Van Boxtel, Van Breukelen, & Jolles, 2006b), the Letter Digit Substitution Test (LDST; Van der Elst, Van Boxtel, Van Breukelen, & Jolles, 2006c), and the Digit Span Test (Wechsler, 1997). Performance levels of the aMCI and AD patients, together with the percentages of patients that revealed clinically impaired performance (using the established cut-off score of 1.5 SD below the normative mean; Winblad et al., 2004), are presented in Table 1. A further examination of the aMCI participants revealed that 10 participants showed isolated memory impairments, suggestive of single-domain aMCI, whereas 16 participants additionally showed evidence of executive function deficits and hence fulfilled clinical criteria for multi-domain aMCI (Winblad et al., 2004).

Materials

The employed rule induction task (see Figure 1) consists of three task conditions, in which participants have to induce the correct rule based on feedback. For Condition 1, a total of two different stimuli are employed (presented one at a time) that differ in one feature only (e.g., color: a white versus a purple balloon). Participants are instructed to respond using two keys on the keyboard; for each stimulus, only one key is correct (e.g., the left key for the white and the right key for the purple balloon; this is unknown to the participant). Hence, only two exemplars of the feature have to be memorized for accurate task performance. As only two exemplars are being used, the first condition is a simple 2-choice learning condition. In Condition 2, one of four different stimuli is presented; again these stimuli differ in one feature only, and, hence, four different exemplars have to be memorized (e.g., a red, an orange, a yellow, and a green pepper). In Condition 3 again four different stimuli have to be memorized. This time, however, each stimulus consists of a unique combination of two exemplars with two different features (color and shape); this combination is crucial for determining the correct response—e.g., purple (dark grey) flower/Shape 1 and blue (light grey) flower/Shape 2 are each mapped onto a left response, whereas purple (dark grey) flower/Shape 2 and blue (light grey) flower/Shape 1 are mapped onto a right response. This condition therefore requires biconditional learning, a process known to require executive control processes (e.g., see Haddon & Killcross, 2006). It was previously shown that this condition is predicted independently by episodic and working memory, together accounting for approximately 86% of the age-related variance of performance on this condition (Oosterman et al., 2014).
Procedure

Participants were seated in front of a laptop and instructed to press one of two keys in response to a stimulus. On each trial one stimulus was presented; the stimulus remained on the screen until a response had been given by the participant. Participants received feedback about the accuracy of each response, to enable them to induce the rule. All conditions were administered in a fixed order: the test always started with Condition 1, followed by Conditions 2 and 3. Condition 1 consisted of 50 trials that were consecutively administered until the participant deduced the rule. For Conditions 2 and 3 a total of 100 trials were used. A successful induction of a rule was operationalized as eight consecutive correct responses, after
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>VAT</td>
</tr>
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<td>Executive function &amp; processing speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroop Word card (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroop Color card (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroop Color/Word card (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT A (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT B (s)</td>
</tr>
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</table>

Means are reported for age, the MMSE, and the neuropsychological test scores, frequencies for sex distribution, and median score (interquartile range) for education. Standard deviations in parentheses. Performance on the neuropsychological tests represents the number of correct responses, with the exception of the Stroop and TMT scores, which are expressed in seconds needed to complete the test. AD: Alzheimer’s dementia; aMCI: Amnestic mild cognitive impairment; LDST: Letter Digit Substitution Test; MMSE: Mini-Mental State Examination; n: number of patients who completed the neuropsychological test; RAVLT: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test; TMT: Trail Making Test; VAT: Visual Association Test; WAIS-III = Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale—3rd Edition.

Figure 1. An illustration of the rule induction task, displaying the simple two-rule condition, the four-rule second condition, and the more complex third condition, requiring biconditional learning. To view a color version of this figure, please see the online issue of the Journal.
which the condition terminated automatically; the number of trials needed to reach this criterion was recorded. If the criterion was not met after reaching a maximum number of trials (50 for Condition 1 and 100 for Conditions 2 and 3), this maximum number was recorded. Since the final condition contained both color and shape features, two versions of the same task were employed that had either color (Version 1) or shape (Version 2) as primary feature in Conditions 1 and 2, in order to rule out potential confounding effects of stimulus type. Condition 3 consisted of the same stimuli in both task versions. Participants completed one out of two versions; groups did not differ in the number of participants that completed the shape or the color version, $\chi^2(2) = 1.80, p = .41$.

**Results**

Due to non-normality of the data, non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis Tests (corrected for ties) were performed to test for group differences in the three conditions as well as the difference scores. These difference scores were computed to determine the extent to which the increase in basic rule learning and memorization load (from Condition 1 to 2) and in complexity (from Condition 2 to 3) contributed to diminished performance in the patient group. Significant results were followed by Mann-Whitney U tests (corrected for ties) to locate the significant differences between the groups. For Kruskall-Wallis tests, eta-squared was calculated as effect size using the following formula: $\eta^2 = \chi^2/(N - 1)$. Here, values of .01, .06 and .14 represent small, medium, and large effects (Cohen, 1988). For Mann-Whitney U tests, $r$ was calculated as a measure of effect size. Values of .1, .3 and .5 represent small, medium, and large effect sizes, respectively (Cohen, 1988).

Next, analyses were repeated for those patients who still showed relatively intact rule learning and memorization processes as measured with the first two conditions of the rule induction task (see Results section). Kruskal-Wallis tests were repeated to test for potential differences in performance of these selected participant groups.

Finally, Spearman rank correlations were computed between the scores from the rule induction conditions and the neuropsychological test scores. As we were primary interested in the relationship of rule induction performance with memory and executive control, only neuropsychological tests measuring memory (RAVLT, VAT) and executive functions (Stroop Color/Word Card, TMT-B, Digit Span Backward, animal fluency) were included in this analysis. In case multiple neuropsychological test scores were significant correlated with a single rule induction condition, these scores were subjected to subsequent linear regression analysis with the stepwise selection method to identify those neuropsychological correlates uniquely predicting performance on the rule induction conditions. Here, if necessary, scores were normalized using Blom transformation. This analysis was restricted to the patient group, as the neuropsychological test scores were available only for aMCI and AD patients. We adopted a $p$-value of $< .05$ as criterion for statistical significance throughout, except when applying a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

**Participant characteristics**

Five patients with AD (mean MMSE = 21.8 ± 1.8, range = 19–23) only completed the first condition, as the rule induction task was too difficult for them. The test results of these patients were therefore not included in the subsequent analyses. For one aMCI patient, the final condition was missing due to time constraints, and only the scores of Condition 1 and 2 were available. The analyses reported below are therefore based on a total of 26 aMCI and 34 AD patients (for Conditions 1 and 2) or 25 aMCI and 34 AD patients (for Condition 3). Characteristics of these participants are presented in Table 2. The groups did not differ with regard to age, education level, or sex distribution. A one-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect for the MMSE scores; Tukey’s post-hoc testing revealed that MMSE scores differed significantly between all groups (all $p$-values $< .03$).

**The effect of rule induction task version**

As two task versions were employed (a “shape” and a “color” version), simple univariate tests were performed to see whether task version influenced potential group differences on the rule induction conditions. ANOVAs with task version (shape/color) and group (controls/aMCI/AD) as between-subjects variables, age as covariate (as age differences were present between participants completing the color and those completing the shape version), and task performance as dependent...
variables showed a main effect of task version on Condition 2 performance, $F(1, 85) = 6.17, p = .015, \eta^2_p = .07$. A further examination indicated that more trials were, on average, needed to complete the color ($M = 49.3, SE = 4.5$) than the shape ($M = 33.7, SE = 4.3$) condition. However, this effect was not modulated by group, nor were any other interaction effects between group and task version significant (all $p$-values $>.180$). It is therefore unlikely that potential group effects were dependent on the type of stimulus (shape or color) employed.

**Rule induction task performance: main results**

Two control participants failed to solve Condition 1 within the maximum number of trials, two failed to solve Condition 2, and seven failed to solve Condition 3. The corresponding numbers were higher in the aMCI and AD groups: four AD patients were unable to solve the first condition, three aMCI and nine AD patients the second, and seven aMCI and 16 AD patients the third condition. In the primary analysis, these participants were nonetheless included.

Kruskal-Wallis tests showed a significant group difference for Condition 2 and for Condition 3 (see Table 2), suggesting medium effect sizes. Further Mann-Whitney $U$ tests (Bonferroni corrected: $p < .017$) showed that the AD patients performed worse on both Condition 2 ($Z = -3.21, p < .01, r = -.40$) and Condition 3 ($Z = -2.76, p < .01, r = -.34$) compared to the controls, indicating medium effect sizes. AD patients, furthermore, performed worse than aMCI patients on Condition 2, although this effect did not survive Bonferroni correction ($Z = -2.31, p = .021, r = -.30$). No differences were found between the controls and aMCI patients.

Further analyses of the difference scores (see Table 2) revealed significant group differences when the number of simple rules to be memorized was increased (from Condition 1 to 2), but not when the complexity of the rule was increased (from Condition 2 to 3). Mann-Whitney $U$ tests showed one significant effect for the Condition 2–1 difference score, namely that an increase in rule learning and memorization load induced worse performance in patients with AD compared to controls ($Z = -3.01, p = .003, r = -.37$), again showing a moderate effect size.

Restricting the analyses to those participants who had, at least, successfully completed the first condition (30 control participants, 26 aMCI, and 30 AD patients), showing intact ability to understand the task instructions and the capability to induce the rule based on feedback, did not alter the results: group differences were present only for Condition 2 ($p = .003$), Condition 3 ($p = .023$), and the Condition 2–1 difference score ($p = .005$). Similarly, an analysis of the Condition 3–2 difference score, while only including participants (30 control participants, and 23 aMCI and 25 AD patients) who had successfully completed Condition 2 (since those with the maximum number of trials on Condition 2 cannot show a performance decline on Condition 3), did not change the results: the difference score still did not differ between the groups ($p = .38$). A final, very strict, analysis restricted to those participants who had successfully completed Condition 3 (25 control participants, 18 aMCI and 18 AD patients), showed largely the same results, with significant group differences only on Condition 2 ($p = .007$) and on the Condition 2–1 difference score.

### Table 2. Characteristics and task performance of the control, aMCI, and AD participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>aMCI group</th>
<th>AD group</th>
<th>Statistical test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>74.9 (9.4)</td>
<td>75.2 (8.0)</td>
<td>77.2 (8.1)</td>
<td>$F(2, 89) = 0.72, p = .49$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (M/F)</td>
<td>11/21</td>
<td>9/17</td>
<td>20/14</td>
<td>$\chi^2(2) = 5.17, p = .08$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>5.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>4.0 (2.0)</td>
<td>5.0 (3.0)</td>
<td>$\chi^2(2) = 2.97, p = .23$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>28.5 (0.9)</td>
<td>27.1 (2.4)</td>
<td>24.6 (2.5)</td>
<td>$F(2, 89) = 30.26, p &lt; .001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule induction test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 1</td>
<td>12.0 (11.0)</td>
<td>10.5 (7.25)</td>
<td>15.0 (18.0)</td>
<td>$\chi^2(2) = 3.26, p = .196, \eta^2 = .04$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 2</td>
<td>21.0 (28.75)</td>
<td>26.0 (53.25)</td>
<td>46.5 (74.0)</td>
<td>$\chi^2(2) = 10.80, p = .005, \eta^2 = .12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 3</td>
<td>35.5 (74.5)</td>
<td>50.0 (67.5)</td>
<td>96.0 (60.25)</td>
<td>$\chi^2(2) = 7.76, p = .021, \eta^2 = .09$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 2–1</td>
<td>4.5 (32.0)</td>
<td>16.5 (50.5)</td>
<td>35.0 (41.75)</td>
<td>$\chi^2(2) = 8.53, p = .014, \eta^2 = .09$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 3–2</td>
<td>10.5 (44.0)</td>
<td>27.0 (71.5)</td>
<td>9.0 (79.25)</td>
<td>$\chi^2(2) = 0.85, p = .655, \eta^2 = .01$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means are reported for age and the MMSE score, median scores (interquartile range) for education and for the rule induction outcomes and frequencies for sex distribution. Standard deviations in parentheses. AD: Alzheimer’s dementia; aMCI: Amnestic mild cognitive impairment; MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination.
(p = .021). No significant group differences were found for Condition 3 (p = .17).

**Additional performance-based subgroup comparisons**

Next, we computed standardized z-scores based on the average performance level of the control group. Using a cut-off score of 1.5 SD below the normative mean showed that one aMCI patient performed in the impaired range on Condition 1, and six in the impaired range on Condition 2. Of all AD patients, two performed in the impaired range on Condition 1, seven in the impaired range on Condition 2, and four performed in the impaired range on both conditions. None of the patients showed an impaired performance on Condition 3; all scores fell within 1.5 SD of the control mean.

To examine whether impaired performance on Condition 1 and/or 2 may obscure the patients’ executive function deficits in Condition 3, a final analysis was performed including only those patients with relatively intact performance on Conditions 1 and 2. Kruskal-Wallis tests revealed that the performance of these selected patient groups (aMCI = 19 patients, AD = 21 patients) and of the control group differed only for Condition 2, χ²(2) = 6.95, p = .031, η² = .10; no group differences were found for Condition 1, χ²(2) = 2.55, p = .28, η² = .04, Condition 3, χ²(2) = 5.01, p = .08, η² = .07, or the Condition 2–1 difference, χ²(2) = 4.15, p = .13, η² = .06, and the Condition 3–2, χ²(2) = 3.62, p = .16, η² = .05, difference scores.

**Correlation analysis**

Spearman rank correlations, calculated between the rule induction scores and the neuropsychological outcomes, showed only a few significant results (see Table 3). Better performance on the RAVLT-immediate recall was associated with fewer trials needed to complete Condition 1, whereas better performance on executive tests (animal fluency and Stroop Color/Word card completion time) was associated with a reduction in trials required to complete Condition 2. A single positive correlation between the Digit Span Backward score and Condition 3 performance was observed. Subsequent linear regression analysis for Condition 2, including animal fluency and Stroop Color/Word completion time as predictors, showed that animal fluency performance predicted the number of trials needed to complete Condition 2 (β = -0.49, p < .01), F(1, 53) = 16.7, p < .001.

Finally, we examined these neuropsychological correlates in relation to the rule induction difference scores. This analysis showed that performance on the animal fluency (ρ = -0.31, p = .02) and Stroop Color/Word (ρ = 0.31, p = .02) test was still associated with the Condition 2–1 difference score, whereas the association between the Digit Span Backward test and the Condition 3–2 difference score was lost (ρ = 0.22, p = .09). Again, animal fluency (β = -0.42, p = .001), but not the Stroop Color/Word test, predicted the Condition 2–1 difference score in subsequent regression analysis, F(1, 53) = 11.3, p < .001.

**Discussion**

The goal of the present study was to assess the effect of an increase in simple rule learning and memorization load on the one hand, and an increase in rule complexity on the other hand, on rule induction performance in patients with aMCI or AD. Overall, the results indicate that performance of AD patients declined most pronouncedly as the number of simple rules that had to be memorized increased (i.e., from Condition 1 to Condition 2). Although their performance declined further with an increase in complexity in Condition 3, this decline was comparable to the decline observed in the other groups. Taken together, these results indicate that diminished

### Table 3. Correlations between the rule induction task conditions and the neuropsychological test scores in the aMCI and AD participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Condition 1</th>
<th>Condition 2</th>
<th>Condition 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAVLT-immediate recall</td>
<td>-0.28*</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAVLT-delayed recall</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAVLT-recognition</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Span Backward (WAIS-III)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT (s)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.35**</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroop Color/Word card (s)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*p < .05; **p < .01.
learning and memorization of simple rules accounts for an important part of the performance decline on complex rule induction tasks using multi-featured stimuli in patients with AD.

Several studies have reported on performance deficiencies of aMCI and AD patients on rule induction tasks. Most of these studies employed the WCST, showing that aMCI and early AD patients completed fewer categories and made more errors than did controls (Chen et al., 2009). Another study, however, noticed that large inter-individual differences exist among patients with mild AD. At a group level, patients performed worse than did control participants, but only few patients actually displayed clinically relevant impaired WCST performance (Stokholm, Vogel, Gade, & Waldemar, 2006). This is in line with the current findings, showing similar performance decrements in AD and in the controls when complexity was increased. Furthermore, when we restricted the analyses to those patients who revealed relatively intact performance on the first two memory conditions, group differences on the most complex condition (Condition 3) were also no longer significant. These findings support the idea that AD profoundly affects simple rule learning and memorization processes, and that these processes consequently limit their performance on more complex rule induction tests.

The currently observed mild decrements on a complex rule induction condition (Condition 3) are in agreement with observations of previous studies showing mild WCST deficiencies in the very early stages of AD (Perry, Watson, & Hodges, 2000). Some studies indicate, furthermore, that the traditional “frontal” performance markers on the WCST, such as the number of perseverative responses, may be relatively intact in AD (Stokholm et al., 2006). In the present study, limited evidence for the assumption of impaired rule induction performance in the pre-dementia stage (aMCI) was also found. As a group, these patients did not perform worse than did the controls, in spite of the fact that cognitive impairment was obviously present in this group (as indicated by their reduced MMSE scores and by the fact that the patients displayed clinically impaired neuropsychological test performance). Also, the most marked difference (approaching significance) between the aMCI and AD subgroups was found on the primary “memory” Condition (Condition 2), but not on Condition 3, which incorporated the increase in executive control processes by increasing complexity of the rules. These findings are in line with the observation that memory performance, but not executive functioning, may be a strong predictor of future conversion from MCI to dementia (DeCarli et al., 2004; Peters, Villeneuve, & Belleville, 2014). As such, in the more advanced AD stage learning and memorization processes are likely to play important roles in complex rule acquisition performance. Nonetheless, as was noted in a study showing increased costs in patients with Alzheimer’s disease when switching between two rules (Belleville, Bherer, Lepage, Chertkow, & Gauthier, 2008), part of the diminished performance of patients with AD on standardized tasks such as the WCST does likely reflect genuine diminished executive control (see also Lange et al., 2016). Following this line of reasoning, it should be stressed that, in contrast to the experimental rule induction task employed in the current study, in the WCST category stimuli and the cards assorted by the patient are constantly visible during the test session. This is likely to reduce memory load, suggesting that the involvement of memory processes may be higher in the current experimental rule induction task than is normally the case in the WCST.

One aspect that should be discussed concerns the precise cognitive functions that underlie the deficits in rule induction performance in AD patients. Although we can only hint at the cognitive processes involved in our experimental rule induction task, some suggestions can be made. First of all, our groups did not differ in Condition 1 performance, indicating that both control and patient groups were able to use feedback in order to induce simple rules. Differences between groups were, however, apparent once the number of simple rules to be induced was increased (Condition 2). A previous study demonstrated that performance on this condition in healthy younger and older participants was related to visual episodic memory performance (Oosterman et al., 2014). Since AD is often characterized by a severe and early decline in episodic memory, one possibility is that these deficits underlie the deficient performance of our patients on Condition 2. Nonetheless, there is also evidence that Alzheimer patients may already use higher-order cognitive control processes to compensate for deficits in performing relatively easy tasks (Gould et al., 2006). With regard to the current study, this might suggest that the severe memory deficits in these patients trigger the involvement of executive control processes in relatively easy
task conditions, such as Condition 2. Consequently, performance deficits on Condition 2 could, next to memory deficits, reflect insufficient compensation by presumably malfunctioning higher-order executive control processes. From this perspective, Condition 3 might not have been sensitive enough to detect an increase in executive control load in AD, as Condition 2 performance already loaded significantly on executive control processes in this patient group. If this is the case, then executive function deficits are still a crucial ingredient underlying impaired rule induction performance in AD, but only at a different level than is commonly assumed for complex task such as the WCST. Stated otherwise, Alzheimer patients may fail this task because their memory deficits, combined with the inefficient executive compensatory mechanisms, limit the learning and memorization of simple rules, not because they have a failure in shifting between rules. Our correlation analysis provides some support for these assumptions, showing that performance on a memory test was the only correlate of Condition 1 performance, whereas executive function (but not memory) tests were associated with the number of trials needed to perform Condition 2. Also in line with this reasoning is the finding that a decline in neuropsychological test performance was not associated with reduced Condition 3 performance, suggesting that executive function performance no longer has a differentiable association with complex rule induction performance in our patients (even though better Digit Span Backward performance was unexpectedly associated with more trials needed to complete Condition 3, this association did not survive correction for Condition 2 performance, through the Condition 3–2 difference score). However, these analyses were restricted to the aMCI and AD groups and tell us nothing therefore regarding the rule induction decline that occurs from normal aging to aMCI and AD. Future studies are needed that specifically try to isolate the most important mechanisms underlying the performance deficits in AD, for example by examining individual (process-pure) cognitive functions in relation to rule induction performance in these patients.

A point of caution is that a large number of patients, but also several control participants, were unable to complete all conditions, particularly Condition 3. The resulting relatively large SD in the control group potentially explains why all AD and aMCI patients performed within normal limits (defined as less than 1.5 SD below the average performance of the controls) on Condition 3. This might be due to the fact that we adopted a maximum number of 100 trials for this condition and thereby introduced a floor effect (i.e., performance could not get worse). One could argue that this limit in the number of trials could explain the absence of any group differences on the final condition, and that the use of more trials might have revealed a significant effect where an increase in rule complexity disproportionately affected performance of AD (and perhaps even of aMCI) patients. However, the task at hand was already challenging for some AD patients. As a result, it is doubtful whether the use of more than 100 trials would have resulted in a different pattern of results. Nonetheless, when we restricted the analyses to those patients who had successfully completed Condition 3, results still indicated that the two groups differed significantly when the memory load was increased, but not when the executive control load was increased. It should be noted that on the third condition the patients with AD actually performed significantly worse than did the controls, but that this difference disappeared after simple rule learning and memorization processes were accounted for. This finding of significant group differences for the uncorrected Condition 3 scores also contradicts the idea of a floor effect.

Finally, as all conditions were administered in a fixed order, task familiarity may have played a role, potentially explaining why no disproportional performance decline was found on the final condition. The extent to which this has affected the current findings is unclear, considering the fact that familiarity of the final condition is questionable since this condition introduced a new form of learning—that is, biconditional learning. Also, it is not clear why familiarity effects should be larger in the AD group, if this factor is to explain the fact that an increase in complexity did not disproportionately affect performance of these patients.

To summarize, diminished learning and memorization of simple rules may be important constructs underlying reduced complex rule induction performance in AD. The AD patients showed the most marked decline in performance when memory load was increased, not when the engagement of executive control processes was increased by increasing the complexity of the rules. Hence, caution is needed when interpreting executive function performance of patients with AD—and even those with aMCI—on tasks that
require rule induction abilities. Further studies are needed using a larger number of trials on the complex rule induction condition (and preferably also on other conditions) to confirm our finding that an increase in rule complexity truly does not disproportionately affect performance of AD (or even aMCI) patients compared to control participants.
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